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The Price of Freedom is Eternal Vigilance

THOUGHT OF THE WEEK: “I have the keys of death and Hades. Death has its gates (Psalm 9.13; 
107.18; Isaiah 38.10); and Christ has the keys of these gates. There were those who took this claim—and there still 
are those who do so—as a reference to the descent into hell (1 Peter 3.18-20). There was a conception in the ancient 
Church that when Jesus descended into Hades, the region of the dead, He unlocked the doors and brought out from 
thence Abraham and all God's faithful people who had lived and died in the generations before. But we may take it 
in an even wider sense than that; for we who are Christians believe that Jesus Christ has authority over death, that 
He has abolished death and that He has brought life and immortality to light through His glorious gospel (2 Timothy 
1.10), that because He lives we shall live also (John 14.19), and that, therefore, for us and for those whom we love 
the bitterness of death is for ever past.”   –  The Revelation of John Vol. 1. By William Barclay p.65 (1959).

MEDICAL MARTIAL LAW? By Mrs Vera West
     It gets more oppressive by the day. Now there is medical martial law in New York, and what happens in Zoo 
York, soon gets replicated across the decaying West:

https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-03-26-medical-martial-law-rolled-out-in-new-york-unvaccinated-citizens-banned.html

“Health Freedom Alert: Medical martial law has been rolled out in Rockland County, New York, where 
unvaccinated citizens are now barred from all public places — including schools, sidewalks, malls, churches 
and public transportation — all under the absurd quack science fraud that claims measles is only spread 
by unvaccinated people. In truth, the measles vaccine spreads the measles through “viral shedding” and 
improperly weakened viral strains. If the measles vaccine really worked, why would vaccinated people have 
anything to fear from the unvaccinated, anyway?
“Effective at the stroke of midnight, Wednesday, anyone who is under 18 years of age and unvaccinated 
against the measles will be barred from public places until this declaration expires in 30 days or until they 
receive the MMR vaccination,” reports NBC New York. County officials told NBC New York that they 
would “not chase people down,” yet are threatening six months of jail for anyone found to be in violation of 
the tyrannical declaration.
This declaration of medical martial law would ban unvaccinated people from public transit and voting 
locations. With Democrats now pushing to lower the voting age to 16, this medical police state declaration 
would bar unvaccinated youth from being able to vote unless they are vaccinated. They are also being denied 
access to public education, public transit and entering all government buildings.
Notably, the government can mandate new vaccines at any time, then claim those new vaccines must also 
be injected into everyone at gunpoint, then banning those who don’t comply from leaving their own homes. 
Effectively, this new mandate makes people prisoners in their own homes unless they obey the government’s 
insane, anti-science vaccination mandates rooted in Big Pharma corruption and the routine bribery of doctors 
and public health officials.
With this declaration of medical martial law in New York, measles has become the latest mass hysteria media 
fraud, following in the footsteps of the now-imploding Russia collusion hoax. As always, the media is lying 
to everyone, and government bureaucrats are going along with the lie to terrorize their own citizens into 
compliance.          (continued next page)

WISHING A HOLY EASTER TO ALL SUPPORTERS
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     Here is an example of lawlessness, the anarcho-
tyrannical end of the rule of law, so that the feral can 
terrorise local populations:

https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-04-02-left-wing-cities-going-lawless-as-

boston-orders-police-to-stop-arresting-criminals.html

“Leftist policies are reaching new levels of insanity in 
Massachusetts, as Suffolk County DA Rachael Rollins 
pushes her highly contested “no-prosecute” list into 
action. The “list” gives a green light to a number 
of arrest-worthy offenses — including trespassing, 
shoplifting, disorderly conduct, and “wanton or 
malicious destruction of property.” In other words, 
local law enforcement is being directed by the district 
attorney to stand idly by while miscreants steal and 
destroy property. The directive from Rollins also 
orders police to refuse to cooperate with ICE in the 
arresting of illegal immigrants at the courthouse — 
no matter the severity of their crimes. What could go 
wrong? It is no surprise this new “policy,” also known 
as the “Rollins Memo” has been met with substantial 
scrutiny. While Rollins may say her memo is about 

creating an “equal” justice system, the victims of these 
now-permissible crimes aren’t likely to feel they are 
being treated equally. But of course, that’s really the 
goal here, isn’t it? No one cares about the shopkeepers 
and homeowners that are victimized. Under far-left 
dogma, criminals are the true victims, we’re just too 
“hateful” to see it. This is doublethink at its finest.
As Gateway Pundit contends, the Rollins Memo 
serves to hamper law enforcement and aid criminals. 
In addition to issuing the controversial “no-prosecute” 
list, the memo orders local law enforcement to refuse 
working with ICE on the arrest of illegal immigrants 
— and it also compels judges to issue lighter sentences 
for illegal aliens so they don’t get deported.”

  The game plan of the Left is to disarm the local 
population, everywhere in the West, close down law 
enforcement, but re-direct what resources remain to 
controlling the thought of locals by thought police, and 
letting the criminals roam free. Some Democrats want 
the jails emptied.     ***

HERE IS ANARCHO-TYRANNY IN ACTION By Charles Taylor

(continued from previous page)  Vaccine compliance 
will now be enforced essentially at gunpoint in 
Rockland County, with those who violate the medical 
martial law being subject to arrest and six months 
in prison. No doubt the government there will soon 
announce “snitch rewards” for citizens who call the 
police on unvaccinated residents, turning them in for 
food stamps or whatever else the government is giving 
away to those who service as the “vaccine secret 
police” snitch brigade. It’s also clear that citizens will 
soon be required to carry “vaccine ID cards” to prove 

their compliance with ever-expanding government 
mandates that now threaten the health and safety of 
tens of millions of children in the USA alone. “Show 
me your vaccine papers” is the new mantra, and this 
pilot program in Rockland will be rolled out across the 
entire country unless there is strong push back.

  Now, we here do not necessarily agree with all the 
claims made above, but what freedom lover could not be 
alarmed at the prospects of medicine being practised at 
gun point? Whatever happened to the maxim of: above 
all, do no harm?     ***

WHAT IS JACINDA GOING TO DO ABOUT GUNS AND GANGS? By John Steele
     The New Zealand prime minister will probably be 
given the Nobel Peace Prize, just like Obama was given 
it for something, I am not sure what. But, now that some 
of the emotion is dying down, we need to know what 
she is going to do about the gangs of New Zealand, who 
basically run the place, and who will not give up their 
guns:

https://www.economist.com/the-economist-explains/2018/02/14/

why-new-zealand-has-so-many-gang-members

“Mongrel Mob leader Sonny Fatu is making it clear his 
gang will not be surrendering their guns as mandated 
by the New Zealand government. On March 20, 2019, 
Breitbart News reported New Zealand Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern’s announcement that “military-style” 
semiautomatic rifles, “high-capacity” magazines, and 
certain gun parts were being banned. While making the 
announcement, Ardern encouraged New Zealand gun 
owners to go ahead and hand over their firearms.
Mongrel Mob leader Fatu told Stuff, “Will gangs get 

rid of their weapons? No. Because of who we are, we 
can’t guarantee our own safety.” Fatu added, “The 
attacks between our organisations are gang-on-gang, 
they do not involve the non-gang members. Although 
there may be peripheral damage and violence that 
occasionally spills out into the public eye, it is 
absolutely and without intention for any harm to be 
caused to non-gang members.” He referenced the 
March 15, 2019, Mosque attacks in New Zealand, 
saying, “It’s not in our culture to inflict harm on 
innocent people like what happened in Christchurch.” 
Black Power member Denis O’Reilly echoed Fatu’s 
sentiment when asked if his gang would hand over 
their guns. O’Reilly said, “Of course not. Why the 
hell would you be talking about handing back guns 
when you’re talking about progressing your family and 
moving from pathology to potential. Where on earth 
would discussions about guns come up in that?”

       ***
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT (SA & TAS)
A review of all things to do with Local Government in 
SA is under way.  Readers will be aware of the campaign 
by Ken Grundy to have the Act amended to delete 
the provision for non-Australians to vote in Council 
elections.  All Councils in SA have received a letter 
requesting the matter be discussed by Councillors with 
view to getting Council to promote the amendment. 
The peak body of Councils, the Local Government 
Assoc. (LGA) of SA will consider any proposals from 
Councils before it makes a submission to the Parliament.
Another avenue accepting submissions is the Office of 
Local Government which is a State Government office 
(not a peak body) worthy of receiving submissions from 
individual citizens.
The third way to make your views known is to contact 
your local MP.  In addition to that Member, is any 
Member of the Legislative Council.  Remember that 
these people represent the whole State, so you can 
contact any or all of them (names and addresses below).
The important details concerning non-Australian citizens 
being able to apply for a Council vote were published in 
OT Vol 55  No. 07.
Briefly, our traditional Australian system of electing 
sports club committees; Boards of Directors; Members 
of State and Federal Parliament rests with the members 
of the club etc.  No other person is entitled to vote.  If 
they are keen to vote  -  they are welcome to become a 
member first.  Local Government should not differ in 
this principle.  Non-Australians should become Aussies 
before being granted a vote.
You can help by:
Writing a very brief letter.  Just say, you seek an 
amendment to the Local Government Act deleting 

reference to non-Australians being eligible to vote in 
Local Government elections. Send it to your Local 
MP and as many Legislative Councillors as you can, 
especially minor party and Independent people (they will 
have more influence on this matter).
Send the same letter to your Council asking them to 
make their submission and include your wish.
Send the same letter to the Office of Local Government.  
Level 3; 77 Grenfell St; Adelaide  SA  5000
Send it to the LGA, 148 Frome St; Adelaide  SA  5000, 
as a last preference because they will be looking to 
represent submissions from Councils.
Don’t delay.  This matter will be coming to a head by late 
April so please make the effort ASAP.
List of Legislative Councillors for SA:
All may be addressed to Parliament House, Adelaide.  SA  
5000
Your Local State MP (depends on your electorate).
Send to several Legislative Councillors, especially the 
Independent and Minor Party people as their vote may be 
crucial.
Legislative Councillors:  
LIB:  John Dawkins; JingLee; Michelle Lensink; Rob 
Lucas; Andrew McLachlan; David Ridgway; Terry 
Stephens; Stephen Wade; Dennis Hood
ALP:  Emily Bourke; Justin Hanson; Ian Hunter; Kyam 
Maher; Tung No; Irene Pnevmatikos; Clare Scriven; 
Russell Wortley
SA Best:  Connie Bonaros; Frank Pangallo
Greens:  Mark Parnell; Tammy Franks
Advance SA:  John Darley     
  Any questions to Ken Grundy 0458 624 701

CYCLISTISM; A DEGRADING FORM OF RACISM! Peter West
     I am always on the lookout for new exotic forms 
of racism/discrimination to add to my anti-racism 
collection, just as some people used to collect butterflies:

https://www.breitbart.com/sports/2019/03/29/

auatralian-researchers-claim-term-cyclist-dehumanizing-cyclists/

“Australian Researchers have produced a study that 
has led them to believe the word “cyclists” should 
be banned, because it “dehumanizes” people who 
ride bikes. Researchers at Queensland University 
of Technology and Monash University claim to 
have found a link between the word “cyclists” and 
a tendency for motorists to “dehumanize” bikers, 
according to the Daily Mail. Queensland University 
Professor Narelle Haworth claimed the study found 
55 percent of non-cyclists surveyed in Victoria, NSW, 
and Queensland felt that cyclists were “not completely 
human.” With those results in hand, Haworth is 

advocating for an end to the use of the word “cyclists.” 
Haworth, who is also Director of the Centre for 
Accident Research and Road Safety in Queensland, 
insisted that the elimination of the word would help 
bike rider safety. “If we used the term people on bikes, 
instead of cyclists, we’re giving a term that is more 
human-like and less like a species,” Haworth told 
Daily Mail. “We need to spread the idea that those 
people [cyclists] could be any of us. There is need to 
grow a culture of mutual respect for people on bikes,” 
Hayworth added. The study also reportedly found 
that one in ten drivers would purposefully block bike 
riders and admitted to cutting off bikers in the past. 
Others admitted to yelling at bikers and even throwing 
things at them. The professor insisted that eliminating 
the word would take some of the sting out of the 
negativity between bike riders and motorists! ***
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THE MATHEMATICAL ABILITIES OF BEES By Brian Simpson
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     We are very grateful for your contributions to the 
banking debate. Let’s look at the “Australian News” 
www.cecaust.com.au you so kindly posted to us. It proposes: 
“The five-point program for Australia to survive the new 
(planned?) global crash:
1. Glass-Steagall banking separation (again?–ed);  
2 A National Bank (truly ours?–ed);  
3. Immediate moratorium on home and farm foreclosures 
(and no sales to overseas concerns?–ed);  
4. Nation-building infrastructure and science-driver 
projects to revive the productive economy;  
5. International cooperation for a new financial 
architecture and world economic development.
  Australia once had a bank that was truly the People’s 
Bank – Commonwealth Bank. Australia had no debt 
exiting from WW I and managed great projects for  
the people (while it took Britain almost 100 years to 
repay WW I debt). The Bank only lasted in its’ pristine 

EDITOR’S LETTER to B.B.
form till 1923 when the Internationalists started to 
meddle in our affairs. Their Grand Design is producing 
depressions, inflations, collapse and misery for the whole 
world because they know what they are doing and what 
sort of trickery will be accepted. The money is not their 
goal, they have plenty, it is the Power that is their goal. 
Ask yourself who owns the IMF, World Bank, media. 
Why should IMF make any demands on Australia?
     Your best defence is to study the strategies you and 
your family and community need to adopt to protect 
yourself; study Douglas Social Credit; our library is full 
of material. It is only the political will that can turn the 
crisis into plenty – but are any of the parties with the 
people on that? They need to be enlightened or replaced. 
For money is a unit of value (similar to weights and 
measures) used to facilitate the exchange of tangible 
goods. It is nothing in itself, definitely its’ not wealth; 
electronic banking is the proof.   ***

RARE BOOKLETS
are now available in pdf from the  
ALOR online Library or posted  

"from" only $5.00 - Contact HO for details

     What a pity it is that colony collapse disorder is set 
to eliminate the world’s bee populations, producing a 
massive human food crisis. Bees, after all, are smart 
fellows, better at mathematics than some students.

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2019/01/

flowers-can-hear-bees-and-make-their-nectar-sweeter/

“Bees aren’t the stripey idiots we all thought – as 
scientists have shown that they can add and subtract, 
doing simple sums with 75% accuracy. The un-
beelievable breakthrough came after scientists taught 
bees to recognise colours as plus or minus symbols – 
and then watched, buzzing, as they did sums. The find 
could have wider implications on our understanding of 
animal bee-hive-iour (sorry), the scientists believe.
The 14 bees taking part in the study were trained to 
enter a Y-shaped maze consisting of a tunnel with two 
alternative exits. At the entrance the bees were shown 
a display of varied shaped “elements” – a square, 
diamond, circle or triangle – coloured either yellow 
or blue. The number of elements – from one to five 
– was randomly altered throughout the trials. Each 
colour represented a different mathematical operation 
– blue for “add one” and yellow for “subtract one”. 
Once inside the maze the bees entered a “decision 
chamber” where they had to choose whether to take 
the left or right fork of the “Y”. More shapes presented 
at the mouth of each fork represented the correct and 
incorrect  answer to the problem. If two blue shapes 
were displayed at the entrance, for instance, the 
“correct” arm of the “Y” was the one marked by three 
symbols. In this case, the bees had to work out that 
two plus one equals three. If the bees were initially 
greeted by two yellow shapes, it meant they had to fly 
into the arm marked by one symbol 

(the correct answer to the sum two minus one). Right 
answers were rewarded with a tasty drink of sugar 
water, while making a mistake was “punished” with 
bitter quinine solution. Training took place over 100 
trials, during which the bees made random choices 
until they learned how to crack the problem. It took 
up to seven hours for them to learn that blue meant 
“plus one” and yellow meant “minus one”. Each bee 
was then given four tests involving two addition and 
two subtraction operations. The bees chose the correct 
option between 60% and 75% of the time, said the 
researchers writing in the journal Science Advances.”

  Computer models of honey bees have suggested that 
the hive itself is similar in operations to the human 
brain, indicating that there could be an emergent mind 
associated with the hive.     ***


